Jim Hogan’s Central Plateau Mathematics and Statistics
Newsletter T2 2021
Send around the Department and to others please.
Greetings from Taupo Everyone • We all need a bright light and some inspiration
at times.
Entoloma hochstetteri is a species of mushroom found in New Zealand and India.
The small mushroom is a distinctive all-blue colour, while the gills have a slight
reddish tint from the spores. The blue coloring of the fruit body is due to
three azulene pigments.[1] Whether Entoloma hochstetteri is poisonous or not is
unknown. [From Wikipedia]

The Māori name for the blue mushroom is werewere-kokako because the colour is
similar to the blue wattle of the kōkako bird. All that was from my favourite web
source called Wikipedia.

I took this picture when we cycled the Timber Trail recently from Pureora to Ongarue
in the Central North Island. On electric bikes! The distance is 87km or so and we did
that ride in two days staying at the Piropiro Lodge on the way. An electric bike takes
about 40 years off your age and at the end of each day's riding I walked away as

though I had not even been on a bike. The journey is through original native bush
and on day 2 follows the tram tracks cut to carry huge Podocarpus Rimu and Totara
which pretty much built most of the houses in NZ up to about 1970. The history is
amazing and the clever engineering a sight to see. The area is now predator trapped
so bird life is prolific and the whole journey is blessed with bird calls. I did not see a
Kaka or a Kokako but I think I heard them. I did see a robin, tui, bell bird, fantails and
a wood pigeon.The little blue mushroom appeared as we descended Pirongia and
there were hundreds of them. I would deeply recommend the Timber Trail for anyone
who can ride a bike and for all teachers to get rid of a bit of stress and strain a term
of teaching produces. Breathe. Relax.

This is an example fo the mossy tree clad ride. This is a panoramic view so is
actually a 270degree view. I half expected Aragog to step out and confront us.
Back to TERM 2
Yeehaa! School again. Yeah-Right! COVID last year caused a bit of havoc and I
suspect you will be noticing learning gaps, a bit of lethargy, yeah-nah, and plenty of
new cellphones. The RAS NCEA Level 1 mathematics is as predicted consistent with
science and will be repeated across the qualification. Remember this is an optional
event. Over 50% of students head off to Year 12 and then most to Year 13 so for
these students NCEA L1 is a bit of a pointless exercise.
The new standards which I did find once on the web show two maths flavoured
standards and two statistics/probability flavoured standards, one of each being
internal and the other external. This has a few implications for junior mathematics
programmes which I elaborate on below. You will have some students who wish to
take part in the new numeracy expectations and these new proposed and not yet
developed Mathematics Standards.
The Numeracy Requirement and Standard can be found
here https://conversation.education.govt.nz/conversations/ncea-review/latest/ The
section 5 that indicates all the required learning is...
Big Ideas
Every topic will reflect aspects of the six Big Ideas and therefore these need to be
kept in mind as courses are designed. They are:
Knowledge focus
1. Numbers, measures, geometric representations, numerical or algebraic
expressions, and equations can be represented in multiple ways.
2. Patterns and relationships can be represented numerically, algebraically,
graphically, and geometrically.
3. Mathematical and statistical methods can be used to explore, solve, or
model problems while recognising variation, certainty, and uncertainty.

Process focus
4. Critical thinking, and mathematical and statistical generalisations, emerge
from te hononga of different observations, knowledges, and processes.
5. Tāiringa kōrero allows for creativity and exploration, and the discovery of
mathematical and statistical concepts, theories and models.
6. In Mathematics and Statistics, wānanga stimulates logical argument,
investigation, analysis, and justification, supporting critical.
Implications for the Junior Mathematics Programme (Y9 and Y10 but in reality
Y7 to 10)
These are my thoughts.
• As always it will be most important to have a robust and trusted system for
tracking each student in the development of Number Reasoning. The reason for
this is that it works. A estimation of where each student is each term with two
comparative estimates (e-AsTTLe) provide overtime reliability second to none.
Classroom tests are the classroom teachers business and assess what happens on
a much shorter time scale in their class. Cohort changes only need to be measured
and monitored each term.
See my website for a powerpoint I presented at BOPMA one year explaining what
happened in a school in which I was working. Number is all that is needed because
the other strands follow if you actually teach them. The other strands are harder to
measure so why bother. In fact I have my own evidence that the measure we get for
a student in Number is actually what they get across the other Learning Areas as
well. Curious and interesting. A student at NZC Level 4 in Number (Mathematics) is
also at NZC Level 4 in Science and so on. This is because the NZC, and
Mathematics, is about THINKING. When a student moves to another class and
another subject they take their head with them. Inside that head is their brain. Their
brain contains a developing complexity of thinking. Thinking is complex and is
logical, strategic, critical and creative according to the NZC Maths descriptor.
Whatever you do, develop a reliable and understood way to track students over the
time they are in the junior school. After Year 11, who cares?, they are on their own.
• Any programme must be fun. The classroom teacher is a very important part of
what is called a relationship. COVID proved that online learning does not work.
Students need checks and balances. So do people who are told to isolate and get
regular COVID jabs. We all need these checks and balances. Open road drivers do
not travel at 100kph. The IRD keeps very accurate records. A learning programme of
mathematics happens because of the relationship or ako between students and the
teacher. Teaching and Learning happen because students allow that to happen. Fun
and humour are an essential component. Fun is not wasting time but more about
engagement. If learning is fun, it is also engaging and once that happens learning
proceeds. One fun game is NIM. I can get a whole class of kids engaged in NIM
Championships, best of three wins, and extend that game to an investigation about
strategy and generalisation. This leads to more generalisation or what we might call
algebra. Fun causes engagement.

• Teach all Strands. My latest project schools have been focussed on one strand as
the context for the term and connecting all other strands. Term 1 is about Geometry
and through that context we access Number, Algebra, Measurement, Geometry of
course, Stats and Probability, Logic and Problem Solving. We do not get too fussy
about teaching measured NZC L3 student at NZC L3 or even NZC L4. They get
challenged with problems that range across many levels and actually it is their own
thinking that determines the level shown in any solution and discussion. Exposure to
all strands is vital. The language and vocabulary is developed and connections
become obvious. This is one implication of the new approaches we are learning
about. This is all about te hononga or connecting ideas.
• Discuss, argue, challenge and hold court! "All those who agree with that
statement on the right, those who do not on the left, and those who are not decided
yet remain in the middle. You may move at any time." These sessions I remember
fondly as students learned to argue their case of truth and validity. I opened it up not
just to maths but to anything they wanted to talk about. Just for fun.
One student said boldly to me that “Infinity must be somewhere! A line can not keep
going for ever and just get longer! There must be a limit!” Well that opened up a ball
park.
Just like the time we tried to weigh a heavy plank in the physics lab with a scale that
was too small. “Just weigh one end and double it!” I said hoping to progress the
lesson. The ensuing 3/4hr, after they had stopped rolling around the floor in laughter
at me, was one of the most productive lessons I and they ever experienced. The
actual lesson was put on hold. We had a lot of fun arguing and discussing ideas of
misconception and fact. I had to be very creative as a teacher to compere the
comments and think of counter arguments and challenges. It was good for me and
made me shut my mouth. We discovered you could weigh each end and add them
up as well. We even discovered how you can weigh a truck with one set of scales.
One student was befuddled by claiming that standing on one leg he must be half the
weight. Using two scales and a foot on each we showed him to be correct! These
discussions are true learning because it is their voice and their need. No revision
necessary! This is tāiringa kōrero.
• Notice, look and listen. Students are very perceptive.
• Do away with “ticks” and “crosses”. Replace with comments. Circle three good
answers or areas of concern and make helpful non-judgemental comments about
these three.
• When solving problems make sure you develop the habit suggested by George
Polya in 1945 (Hope to Solve a Problem). “It is better to solve one problem five
ways than five problems one way”. Great advice.
• Realise the school motto and competency guide. Make sure these wise words
and statements are reflected in class. Why else were they written?
And after watching Q+A on Sunday May 1st, all about the mathematics teaching in
NZ, I was pleasantly affirmed that a lot of the work I have been doing and suggesting

to Central North teachers over the past 20 years as advisor was the correct
approach. If you go to TV One on Demand you can see that whole session.
Worthwhile.
General Comment
A schematic change like the RAS is a perfect opportunity to revise protocols and
programmes in the department and build collaboration and collegiality. Divide and
delegate the workload in bite sized pieces and then combine and produce new
teaching and learning guides.
PLD
There is a lot of PLD available. You just need to ask.
Do you need an outside influence to help solve issues that you might have?
If any of the following questions are answered by you as “No”, then perhaps some
help is needed.
1. Are you happy with your junior student measuring and monitoring system?
2. Is the data from the junior measuring and monitoring system used by teachers?
3. Can every teacher estimate accurately the NZC Level a student is operating at in
Number?
4. Do you teach all strands every year showing and using the connections between
them.
5. Is your student engagement as high as you would like it to be?
6. Are your resources used and ordered in a logical no fuss way?
7. Do you discuss and share teaching approaches during mathematics meetings?
8. Do maths classroom walls display student work and passive learning?
9. Are outside competitions, such as AMC, promoted in your department?
10. Do you and your teachers support your local association?
11. Do you visit and make use of the NZAMT website and resources?
12. Can teachers mind-map a concept in mathematics such as ‘place-value’ or
“multiplication”?
There are many questions that could be asked! I do not mind an email or phone call
to talk about issues and this does happen. Often that is all that is needed.
Statistics Resources
Make sure you use the resources Census at School NZ and the new Census is
about to start https://new.censusatschool.org.nz/take-part/ . This involves
measurement and is highly recommended for all juniors across NZ to complete. It is
a great activity and each student then knows they are part of the data.
NZMATHS

https://nzmaths.co.nz/ . I know there is a multitude of websites that can be used but
we have the perfect one here in NZ.
Later in the Year • Dates to Notice
1. https://sites.google.com/nzamt.org.nz/conference/

October 12 to 14. NZAMT Conference.
2. https://www.education.govt.nz/school/school-terms-and-holiday-dates/accordteacher-only-days/#twentyone
Teacher Only Days to figure out all the RAS Review changes. May, August and
November.
3. BOPMA Mini-Conference. In Whakatane and no date
yet. http://www.bopma.org.nz/ Nice pic Craig!
Maths Mind in August, Maths Week, AMC. Plenty of extra maths available.
Maths Problem for You.

Follow this link to a video on my website. Link to “Clever Kid on Stage”
or http://schools.reap.org.nz/advisor/Problems%20Galore/Maths%20Problem%20for
%20you.MP4
It is in my Problems section. The kid asks for a number between 65 and 300 and
ending in a 5 or zero then writes 25 consecutive numbers in the grid that add up like
a magic square to that number. There are some nice patterns and rotation in
explaining how it all works. Bit of a gimmick but worth a look.

Get your students to figure out how this all works and then explain.
Enjoy every day. Make sure there is a bit of fun in your maths lessons. It will
be what they all remember years later!
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